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Abstract
In this paper we provide evidence that the trading activity of small retail
investors carries significant genuine information that can be exploited for the
short term out-of-sample forecasting of foreign exchange rates. Our findings
are based on a unique dataset of around 2000 retail investors from the OANDA
FXTrade electronic trading platform.
Our results are consistent with the view that in the foreign exchange mar-
ket private information is highly dispersed, but can be extracted by observing
customer order flow. Previous studies, however, focused on the information
content of costumer order flow of dealers in the interbank market, whose clients
are themselves large institutional and professional investors. Our study is
the first that analyses a crowd of small retail investors and shows that even
the trading activity of these investors contains, on aggregate, important non-
public information, that can be exploited for short term exchange rate fore-
casting. Our findings lead us to conjecture that retail investors (on aggregate)
are not pure noise traders but process dispersed information at least partially
in a similar way as large institutional investors and hence place their orders
accordingly.
JEL classification: G10, F31, C32
Keywords: Retail Investors, Trading Activity Dataset, Information Processing,
Order Flow, Foreign Exchange Market
1 Introduction
In market microstructure theory, key ingredients for a large number of models are
two types of investors: informed investors that are endowed with some sort of private
information and uninformed noise traders. In practice, informed investors are usu-
ally associated with professional and big institutional investors, while retail investors
and smaller institutional investors are associated with noise traders, who possess no
(important) private information and trade at best merely for liquidity reasons or
with price contingent strategies (e.g. momentum or contrarian). In this paper, we
provide evidence that on aggregate retail investors possess additional information
that is otherwise not publicly available and can be exploited to significantly improve
short term out-of-sample price change forecasts. More specifically, additional infor-
mation refers to information beyond the information already incorporated in past
prices and interbank order flow.
Most of the research on order flow and currencies has concentrated on the inter-
bank market (e.g., Evans & Lyons (2002a,b, 2005, 2006), Payne (2003), Bjønnes &
Rime (2005), Berger et al. (2008), Dan´ıelsson, Luo & Payne (2012) among many
others) and analysed the information content of inter-dealer order flow. Here two
main theories are put forward why order flow contains information about future
price changes. One theoretical foundation is given by the portfolio allocation model
of Evans & Lyons (2002a,b), in which exchange rate movements are explained by
investors optimally re-balancing an underlying portfolio, because of shifts in risk
preferences for different markets. Their model considers two different markets: the
customer-dealer market and the dealer-dealer (interbank) market. Dealers trading
in the interbank market learn about order flow in the customer-dealer market and
this customer order flow helps in predicting currency price changes and order flow
in the interbank market. Another theoretical foundation can be based on the argu-
ment of Sarno & Taylor (2001), who consider order flow as an aggregation device of
macroeconomic fundamental information, which is highly dispersed among market
participants. Both models require that market participants interpret information,
either about portfolio changes or about changes of macroeconomic fundamentals, in
the correct way, that they adjust their expectations for future prices in light of this
information, and therefore place their orders accordingly.
In practice, the way how information is incorporated into the price processes is, how-
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ever, much more complex as traders can resort to different trading strategies, order
types and can use their information to correct for perceived mispricing at different
time horizons. Another important factor that needs to be kept in mind is that when
we use order flow to try to proxy for information, different aggregation frequencies
will potentially capture different types of information.
There seems to be a consensus that in the FX market customer order flow (trading
between a dealer bank and non-dealer clients) is one of the most fruitful source of
private information for a dealer bank. The papers of Osler (2005), Osler & Van-
drovych (2009) and Marsh & Miao (2012) analyse such customer-dealer order flow
and find evidence for the predictive power of such type of order flow. Osler & Van-
drovych (2009) analyse the customer order flow of the Royal Bank of Scotland and
break it down into different types of end-user order flows. They find that only trades
of leveraged investors, who are assumed to actively acquire and interpret informa-
tion, carry significant information for forecasting horizons of 30 minutes up to 1 week.
These client order flow streams in the analyses above differ, however, significantly
from the retail customer order flow that we analyse in this paper. The studies above
consider players in the dealer market, whose clients are themselves large institutional
customers such as hedge funds, governments, broker-dealers and commercial banks,
who often trade volumes which are several times higher than the standardised order
sizes in the interbank market. Our paper is, therefore, not the first that analyses
the information content of order flow in the foreign exchange market, but it is the
first that analyses retail investors’ order flow in the FX market on the basis of a
unique dataset from an electronic currency trading platform: OANDA FXTrade.
Our dataset contains the whole record of all trading actions of around 2000 traders
on a second-by-second basis. Most of these traders are small retail investors and
companies without access to private information such as observing own customer
order flow for example. A central element of our analysis is to capture the infor-
mation flow process on a high-frequency level for these investors; or put slightly
differently to measure their expectations revealed by their trading actions. Those
expectations may well be driven by specific news events, risk preferences, hedging
demands and investors’ particular day-to-day business. The key question asked in
this paper is: Does the trading activity of these retail investors (on aggregate) pro-
vide new information to the market?
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The characteristics of our dataset enable us to fill two existing gaps in the literature.
First, in contrast to Marsh & Miao (2012), who for example not even include order
volumes below 500,000 EUR in their database, we focus explicitly on the information
content of order flow of a large set of small retail investors (non-financial customers)
operating with comparatively tiny trading volumes (order flow with median trans-
action volumes of 2,000 EUR) for the prediction of future price changes. Such retail
investors are typically placed among the lowest in the pecking order of liquidity
traders and considered as pure noise traders. To our knowledge there has been no
analysis of such customer data obtained from an electronic trading platform, as of
yet. Second, the structure of the OANDA FXTrade dataset enables us not only to
investigate the information flow process and information content of each and every
order category on a high frequency level, but also whether orders were submitted to
open or close a position. We use this information to look at the information content
of transaction category specific order flows on the micro-level. This further enriches
the existing literature, which considers so called combined order flow measures (e.g.
Lyons (1995)) that can be constructed from datasets with less information, but con-
sequently aggregate potentially valuable information out.
We start our analysis by taking the specific nature of the OANDA FXTrade platform,
which is partially organised as a crossing network and the detailed information on
individual order type order flows into account, to assess the forecasting performance
of the category specific order flows. In an in-sample and out-of-sample forecasting
study we then analyse the forecasting power of these order flow measures for the
prediction of future currency price changes over horizons ranging from 1 minute
up to 1 hour. More precisely, we investigate whether forecasting models for future
price changes relying on category specific order flow information outperform mod-
els relying on historical price changes and interbank order flow information. We
provide evidence that on aggregate retail investors trading flow can be exploited
to significantly improve short term out-of-sample price change forecasts, and that
both market order and limit order order flows predict future price changes at high
frequencies up to 5 minutes.
In a next step we then construct a combined order flow measure that aims to capture
the genuine information of the crowd of OANAD FXTrade investors and compare
it to the forecasting performance of the standard order flow measure that has tra-
ditionally been used in the foreign exchange (e.g., Lyons (1995)) and equity (e.g.,
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Chordia, Roll & Subrahmanyam (2002)) market literature. The results of this analy-
sis confirm that on aggregate retail investors trading conveys new information about
future prices and that the use of the standard order flow measure mixes up informa-
tion processes of OANDA FXTrade customers and interbank market dealers, which
in our study leads to an inferior forecasting performance.
We also investigate whether the traders on OANDA FXTrade form consistently cor-
rect beliefs about future price movements or whether they are consistently wrong.
To carry out this analysis, we abstract from more complex information processing
mechanisms and rely on a strong simplifying assumption that a positive (negative)
correlation between order flow and future price changes indicates correct (wrong)
beliefs. We find that there is no clear cut answer to the question and that it highly
depends on the type of order used and the forecasting horizon that we consider.
There is, however, a clear tendency that for short forecasting horizons their beliefs
seem to be correct, while for longer forecasting horizons they seem to be wrong.
Our analysis is related to the papers of Nolte & Voev (2011), Nolte (2012) and
Nolte & Nolte (2012) who analyse the same trading activity dataset from OANDA
FXTrade, but focus on how the individual investors make trading decisions and
are influenced by behavioral effects such as monitoring, endowment effects, over-
confidence and disposition effects.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the literature
about small retail investors primarily in equity markets. In Section 3 we explain our
dataset and the trading mechanism on the OANDA FXTrade platform. Section 4
presents the in- and out-of-sample analyses of the category specific order flow mea-
sures. While Section 5 provides a detailed discussion about alternative order flow
measures, Section 7 presents some robustness checks. Finally Section 8 concludes.
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2 Retail Investors
Although this paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first paper to examine
the prediction power of a collective of small retail investors in the foreign exchange
market, it contributes to the ongoing debate prevailing in other markets on whether
retail trading conveys information about future prices. In the finance literature,
and more specifically in the market microstructure and behavioral finance litera-
ture, small retail investors usually have the image of unsophisticated noise traders
suffering from psychological biases and having almost no (relevant) private informa-
tion to trade on (Odean (1998), Barber & Odean (2000)).
This view is deeply rooted in traditional finance reasoning and present in the lit-
erature since decades. Recently, it has again been confirmed by Foucault, Sraer &
Thesmar (2011) who show that retail trading activity has only a positive effect on the
volatility of stock returns without generating any price impact which suggests that
retail investors behave like noise traders, as they trade for non-informational reasons.
Despite this unflattering image, more and more researchers try to address the future
return predictability based on retail investors’ order flow, by investigating whether
stock returns can be predicted using retail investors’ net buying statistics. In fact, as
pointed out by Kaniel, Liu, Saar & Titman (2012), the aggregation of the individual
information contained in all trades executed by a crowd of retail investors might send
a quite precise signal. They focus on individual trades around earnings announce-
ments and argue further that it might be much easier for them to trade quickly
and aggressively small quantities when they are informed than for institutions, as
institutions might face trading restrictions and are cautious to incur litigation risk
and adverse publicity by trading too aggressively.
Nevertheless, this debate in the literature is far from over with many existing studies
coming to different results with no clear cut conclusions. Dorn, Huberman & Seng-
mueller (2008) analyse daily transaction records of 37,000 retail clients from a single
German retail broker from 1998 to 2000, where they distinguish between speculative
and other trades, and between market orders and executed limit orders. They show
that both aggressive and passive order imbalances positively predict stock returns
at monthly horizons. Moreover they also find that these retail investors behave both
like trend followers (positive feedback trading) and contrarians.
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Hvidkjaer (2008) investigates the relationship between retail investor trading behav-
ior and future stock returns by using monthly small-trade volume data on listed New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and American Stock Exchange stocks in the period
from January 1983 to December 2005. He shows that small-trade volume contains
information about future stock returns, and more specifically, that stocks with high
small trade buying pressure are outperformed by those with strong selling pressure.
Kaniel et al. (2012) provide evidence that, between 2000 to 2003, aggregated retail
orders executed around earnings announcements on the NYSE are able to predict
both large positive and negative daily abnormal firms’ stock returns. Their results
support the argument that on aggregate retail investors’ trading prior to earnings
announcements contains information. Moreover, by decomposing the cumulative ab-
normal returns into a component attributed to liquidity provision and a component
attributed to trading on private information, they show that retail investors act as
contrarians and provide liquidity to the market and that almost 50% of the trades
are based on some kind of private information.
Barber, Odean & Zhu (2009) use tick-by-tick transaction level data for US stock
markets over the period 1983-2001. Given that their dataset does not contain infor-
mation on who is a retail investor, they infer their presence by the size of the trade.
They find that retail investors are able to predict weekly and annually returns in
the way that heavily bought (sold) stocks one week earn strong (low) returns the
subsequent week. This effect reverses on an annual basis.
More recently, Kelley & Tetlock (2013) investigate the role of retail investors in
stock pricing over the period 2003-2007. They show that collectively retail investors
are able to predict monthly returns, and hence cannot only be consider as “noise”
traders, as usually assumed in the finance literature (e.g., Black (1986) and many
others). Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling & Schrimpf (2013) use data on daily customer
order flows of asset managers, hedge funds, corporate and private clients of the FX
market over a sample period from 2001 to 2011. They show that end users order
flow is highly informative for future exchange rate changes, but that order flow from
corporations and “private” customers are not or negatively related to price move-
ments. However, even in the presence of a negative correlation of order flow and
price movements, order flow is informative from a forecasting point of view.
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In the light of the above mentioned papers, one can postulate that retail investors
can be regarded as a special class of “informed” traders, possessing private informa-
tion, in the sense that they trade not only based on their beliefs concerning the price
change direction rather than the fundamentals of the underlying asset, as pointed
out by Harris (2003), but also in the sense that they use the aggregated information
flow in the market to learn and become informed (i.e. chartists, trend followers, con-
trarians). Taking these characteristics into account, Xue & Gencay (2012) introduce
a market microstructure model in which they assume that the aggregated supply
of noise traders can be split into two components, a predictable aggregated supply
which is a function of past prices and an unpredictable, idiosyncratic liquidity shock.
They then introduce different layers of information hierarchies in their model with
the result that more information hierarchies among informed traders imply a slower
information diffusion rate. In their model, they obtain this result because it is im-
possible for the partially informed traders in the middle to infer whether the price
movements come from a change in the fundamental value/information or from the
liquidity shock generated by noise traders. This also means that the best informed
traders prefer to trade with each other in the presence of information hierarchies
and thereby risk ignoring the layers of less informed traders, who in the meantime
might have acquired new valuable information. Using simulation studies and data
from China’s limit order book market from January to September 2007, they show
using their model not only that the trend-following behavior of noise traders can
generate momentum in returns, but also that the aggregated information of noise
traders can generate excess returns in a perfectly rational way.
In contrast to the existing literature focusing on the future return predictability
based on retail investors’ order flow in the equity market, studies on order flow
in the FX market entirely concentrate on the information content of inter-dealer
or aggregated customer order flow, as mentioned previously in the introduction.
In the light of the model of Xue & Gencay (2012), the results obtained for retail
investors in equity markets and our unique dataset containing information on small
retail investors in the FX market AND on detailed flow of different categories of
individual trading actions, we postulate that the trading activity of the retail traders
on OANDA FXTrade contains valuable information for the prediction of future price
changes. To be more precise, we formulate the even stronger hypothesis that on
aggregate retail investors possess additional information for short term intraday price
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change forecasting beyond the information already reflected by past prices and order
flow of institutional investors. In this context, we especially focus on the information
content of the individual transaction categories’ order flows.
3 OANDA FXTrade and Data Description
OANDA FXTrade (www.oanda.com) is an electronic trading platform for currencies
operating on a 24 hours, 7 days per week basis. The platform is organised as a
market making system and continuously provides bid and ask quotes with spreads
as low as 2 to 3 pips for all transaction sizes for all major currency pairs. The quotes
are based on a proprietary forecasting algorithm relying on OANDAs’ own inventory
book and an external (crossing network) data feed. Given various boundary con-
ditions, as for example sufficient margin requirements, orders are always executed.
Market orders (buy or sell) are executed immediately and limit orders are maintained
in the system for up to one month. The bid and ask prices quoted by OANDA rely
only partially on their own inventory (limit order) book and a situation might arise
where a newly submitted limit order lies inside the bid-ask spread without visibly
improving OANDAs’ quoted prices. Therefore a new limit order could be matched
by OANDA i) against an incoming market order, as usual; or ii) against the bid or
the ask price of OANDAs’ quoted prices once they “cross” the limit order which lay
inside the bid-ask spread. In addition to standard limit orders, so called special limit
orders (stop-loss and take-profit) can be submitted to the system. Stop-loss orders
imply the closure of a position when a previously set loss limit is reached. Take-
profit orders, on the contrary, close an open position when a certain profit is realised.
The dataset used in our analysis is constructed from the trading activity record of
OANDA FXTrade which contains the exact timing of all trading actions on a second-
by-second basis. The first column of Table 1 gives an overview of these actions. The
data spans from 06/10/2003 to 14/05/2004 (160 weekdays, 32 weeks) and contains
all the trading activity of around 2000 investors. Depending on the order type, we
receive information on transaction prices (market orders, limit orders executed, stop-
loss, take profit, margin call), bid and ask quotes (limit orders pending), associated
transaction units, and the limits of stop-loss and take-profit orders. A more detailed
description of the dataset is included in Nolte & Voev (2011). In our analysis we fo-
cus on the most actively traded currency pair EUR/USD, which accounts for nearly
39 % of all records with an average interrecord-duration of 8.5 seconds. Table 1
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contains the descriptive statistics for the dataset and the transaction volumes for
the specific order categories. All figures are daily averages computed over the whole
dataset. The average number of different traders per day lies around 750 for the
EUR/USD currency pair.
As already mentioned above the order flow measures usually considered in the lit-
erature are constructed from datasets with less information. In fact, the standard
order flow measure of Lyons (1995) only requires knowledge about the number of
buy and sell market orders in a given time period. At this aggregation level valuable
information (for prediction purposes) contained in the individual order categories
could potentially be aggregated out. Our dataset, however, allows us to analyse the
information content of each and every order category and to distinguish whether
these orders were submitted for the purpose of opening or closing a position.
4 Analysis of Category Specific Order Flows
To assess the forecasting performance of the category specific order flows we carry
out an in- and out-of sample forecasting analysis. We check whether forecasting
models for interbank price changes relying on category specific order flow informa-
tion in addition to a benchmark forecasting specification outperform the benchmark.
We use two benchmark specifications: 1) a simple white noise model containing no
further information about the trading process whatsoever and 2) an advanced model
that contains lagged price changes and lagged interbank order flow (computed in the
standard way, as in Lyons (1995)). We conduct this analysis for 9 intraday forecast-
ing horizons: 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min, 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, and 1 hour.
The interbank order flow measures are computed with Reuters Dealing 3000 data
and the price change series are computed from mid-quote series provided by Olsen
Financial Technologies. The advanced benchmark model is a quite tough competi-
tor as it contains in addition to past price information also information about the
order flow in the interbank market. We decide to include lagged price changes into
the advanced model to control for particular autoregressive structures in the price
change processes that could be implied by bid-ask bounce and feedback trading ef-
fects. Such effects also include short term high-frequency predictability implied by
noise traders that rely on trend following or chart-analysis as postulated in the hi-
erarchical information market microstructure model by Xue & Gencay (2012).
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Trading Volume in EUR per DayTransaction Record % Obs
Total Mean Min 5% Quan. 25% Quan. 50% Quan. 75% Quan. 95% Quan. Max
Buy market (open) 13.10 1322 37930860 25854 82 113 515 2065 9240 85854 2220414
Sell market (open) 10.61 1072 30816226 27218 44 89 592 2138 9861 96214 1759412
Buy market (close) 8.27 835 25074760 27468 163 201 672 2326 9553 95940 1630034
Sell market (close) 10.27 1037 31839764 29534 29 66 564 2164 10063 97248 1930846
Limit order: Buy 5.41 546 14041270 28876 24 63 549 2053 9469 95436 1934417
Limit order: Sell 4.76 482 11080825 34283 237 267 515 1662 7509 117914 1511133
Buy limit order executed (open) 3.22 325 5416146 17484 41 79 422 1410 6267 67127 735479
Sell limit order executed (open) 2.92 295 3231307 10554 58 84 242 824 3652 34607 584303
Buy limit order executed (close) 0.46 46 1382690 32718 4800 4824 5313 7020 17994 80426 506182
Sell limit order executed (close) 0.46 46 1470630 32287 407 436 927 3440 16816 93447 452512
Buy take-profit (close) 3.14 317 2918779 9779 144 170 310 704 2724 30314 583296
Sell take-profit (close) 3.49 352 4404025 12857 61 75 256 796 3960 43028 820876
Buy stop-loss (close) 2.18 220 4488496 16433 126 175 667 2535 9837 70968 513989
Sell stop-loss (close) 2.55 258 5309807 16667 23 59 503 2255 9424 66743 650061
Buy margin call (close) 0.12 12 166375 7263 1006 1010 1185 1817 3718 14211 71133
Sell margin call (close) 0.17 17 275282 6381 1369 1372 1440 2351 4409 17266 77231
Change order 3.01 305 13898910 49771 105 203 1295 4888 18181 162927 1622712
Change stop-loss or take-profit 22.36 2260 60965013 26748 10 79 867 3694 14163 95983 1703030
Cancel by hand 2.41 243 10043949 42295 211 272 1031 4186 16003 148571 1662224
Cancel: insufficient funds 0.28 28 2439586 67905 4938 4953 5431 7354 66280 186280 622650
Cancel bound violation 0.20 20 195118 14803 571 571 627 2650 6860 29909 98308
Order expired 0.65 66 1063061 19942 44 54 443 1682 7204 68648 355982
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the OANDA FXTrade trading activity dataset for the EUR/USD currency pair. All numbers
are daily averages and all transaction volume statistics are denominated in EUR.
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The number of lagged price changes and lagged order flows are chosen according to
the Schwarz Information Criteria (SIC). Our category specific order flow measures
are computed as balances of the number of buy minus sell orders for each category.
For example, we compute the order flow of the market order (open) category as the
difference between the number of buy market orders (open) and sell market orders
(open) for each time period. Thus, we obtain seven category specific order flow
measures that are summarised in Table 2.
Category Description
1 Limit orders
2 Limit orders executed (open)
3 Limit orders executed (close)
4 Market orders (open)
5 Market orders (close)
6 Stop-loss orders (close)
7 Take-profit orders (close)
Table 2: Description of the category specific order
flow measures. Col. 1 states the number of the cate-
gory and col. 2 gives the category description.
We consider a period of 32 weeks starting on Monday the 6th of October 2003 and
ending on Friday the 14th of May 2004. We divide our data into an in-sample esti-
mation period containing the first 28 weeks and an out-of-sample period containing
the last 4 weeks. We use a conservative forecasting approach and estimate the model
parameters only once in-sample and then keep the parameters fixed for the whole
out-of-sample period. We compute Root-Mean-Squared-Prediction-Errors (RMSPE)
and analyse whether the models incorporating information on the category specific
order flows provide significantly better forecasts than the benchmark models with
the help of the modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test of Harvey, Leybourne & New-
bold (1997). We exclude the overnight periods from our data as trading activity is
very low both on OANDA FXTrade and on Reuters Dealing 3000.
Let yt denote the FX price process. The benchmark white noise specification is then
given by:
∆yt = εt, (WN)
and the advanced benchmark model specification, with xOFt denoting the interbank
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t + εt, (AR-OF)
where Bzp(L) denotes the associated lag-polynomials specified as B
z
p(L) = βz1L +
. . . + βzpL
p, and εt is a white noise process. In the advanced benchmark model we
try to control for autoregressive price change patterns such as bid-ask bounce effects
and the effect of lagged interbank order flow. In the second columns of Tables 3 and
4 we report the RMSPEs of both benchmark specifications for all aggregation levels.
As the advanced benchmark model nests the white noise specification it is clear that
it provides a better in-sample fit than the white noise specification. The relative
improvement is higher for higher frequencies on which market micro structure issues
matter more. The same pattern is also visible for the out-of-sample RMSPEs, al-
though for frequencies of 4, 20 and 30 minutes the advanced specification performs
slightly worse than the white noise specification.
In order to test whether each category k specific order flow measure xkt with k =
1, . . . , 7 contains new information for forecasting, we extend the (AR-OF) specifica-













t + εt. (CAT-k)
The results of the in-sample estimation are presented in Table 3. The RMSEs for
the models containing the category k order flow measures are smaller than those of
both benchmark specifications across all frequencies. The p-values of the mDM-test,
however, show that especially the specifications relying on order flow of 6-Stop-loss
orders and 7-Take-profit orders outperform the benchmark model up to the 20 min
sampling frequency. Also, the order flows of 2-Limit orders executed (open) and
4-Market orders (open) show a significant forecasting improvement up to the 4 min
frequency, while the order flow in all the other categories seems to be helpful only
up to the 2 min frequency. The strong forecasting power of stop-loss and take-profit
orders for up to 20 min can be explained by the fact that these are usually submitted
as safeguards and been triggered by more pronounced price movements.
A weaker but similar pattern emerges from the analysis of the out-of-sample RMSPE
presented in Table 4. Here one notable difference is that also the order flow of cate-
gory 1-Limit orders submitted but not yet executed is clearly helpful for prediction
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and helps to significantly outperform both benchmark specifications up to the 5 min
frequency.
The bottom line from this analysis is that i) the order flow on OANDA FXTrade,
even in disaggregated form (as individual order flow categories), contains significant
information beyond the information already contained in past price changes and
lagged interbank order flow; and ii) the order flows of both 3-Limit orders executed
(close) and 5-Market orders (close) which are transactions with the purpose to close
an open existing position are least informative. These results support our hypothesis
that collectively small retail investors’ trading actions have prediction power, and
therefore confirm the findings that Kelley & Tetlock (2013), Kaniel et al. (2012) and
Barber et al. (2009) obtained for equity markets. This directly implies that also in
market microstructure models for FX markets, retail investors mustn’t be considered
as pure “noise” traders.
In addition, our results show that on aggregate retail investors trading flow can be
exploited to significantly improve short term out-of-sample price change forecasts
which allows us to fill a second gap in the literature and to go even a step further
than previous studies including Dorn et al. (2008) that consider longer horizons and
non high frequency forecasting setups. We find that both market order and limit
order order flows predict future price changes at high frequencies up to 5 minutes.
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Freq BM CAT1 CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 CAT6 CAT7
1 min . 0.2587 0.2585 0.2586 0.2586 0.2585 0.2574 0.2576
(WN) 0.2623 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2593 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3857 0.3854 0.3856 0.3855 0.3856 0.3853 0.3855
(WN) 0.3865 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.3859 (0.0005) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0006) (0.0001)
3 min . 0.4692 0.4692 0.4692 0.4691 0.4692 0.4689 0.4692
(WN) 0.4696 (0.0012) (0.0012) (0.0006) (0.0002) (0.0009) (0.0000) (0.0003)
(AR-OF) 0.4692 (0.4709) (0.3728) (0.1561) (0.0204) (0.3063) (0.0122) (0.2691)
4 min . 0.5409 0.5408 0.5409 0.5407 0.5409 0.5407 0.5409
(WN) 0.5416 (0.0028) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0007) (0.0023) (0.0003) (0.0022)
(AR-OF) 0.5409 (0.3713) (0.1121) (0.1551) (0.0351) (0.3207) (0.1015) (0.4118)
5 min . 0.5957 0.5956 0.5956 0.5956 0.5956 0.5953 0.5955
(WN) 0.5959 (0.0322) (0.0273) (0.0125) (0.0310) (0.0235) (0.0018) (0.0066)
(AR-OF) 0.5957 (0.3060) (0.2610) (0.1232) (0.2412) (0.2460) (0.0416) (0.1207)
10 min . 0.8301 0.8300 0.8299 0.8301 0.8300 0.8293 0.8293
(WN) 0.8303 (0.1534) (0.1260) (0.0857) (0.1826) (0.1244) (0.0029) (0.0165)
(AR-OF) 0.8301 (0.2677) (0.2026) (0.1354) (0.3234) (0.2482) (0.0174) (0.0691)
20 min . 1.1568 1.1568 1.1570 1.1569 1.1567 1.1549 1.1543
(WN) 1.1570 (0.2058) (0.2298) (0.3598) (0.2838) (0.2085) (0.0248) (0.0229)
(AR-OF) 1.1570 (0.2118) (0.2487) (0.4083) (0.3134) (0.2110) (0.0266) (0.0223)
30 min . 1.4095 1.4093 1.4095 1.4077 1.4095 1.4089 1.4093
(WN) 1.4112 (0.0935) (0.0775) (0.0925) (0.0232) (0.0921) (0.0551) (0.0870)
(AR-OF) 1.4095 (0.4977) (0.3132) (0.4278) (0.0992) (0.4330) (0.1647) (0.2762)
1 hr . 2.0210 2.0208 2.0207 2.0192 2.0211 2.0201 2.0206
(WN) 2.0225 (0.2945) (0.2806) (0.2785) (0.1649) (0.3043) (0.2402) (0.2702)
(AR-OF) 2.0211 (0.4147) (0.3607) (0.3392) (0.1875) (0.4508) (0.2435) (0.2940)
Table 3: Results for the in-sample price change prediction on different sampling frequencies
(Freq) for the 7 different category specific order flow measures. The first cell entry is the Root-
Mean-Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated forecasting model.The second and
third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test
with the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model is not smaller than
the RMSPE of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-
values in bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model
is smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark model (WN, AR-OF).
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Freq BM CAT1 CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 CAT6 CAT7
1 min . 0.2413 0.2411 0.2414 0.2413 0.2412 0.2391 0.2391
(WN) 0.2448 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0098) (0.0029)
(AR-OF) 0.2420 (0.0348) (0.0000) (0.0055) (0.0323) (0.0002) (0.0788) (0.0404)
2 min . 0.3681 0.3672 0.3681 0.3679 0.3680 0.3687 0.3683
(WN) 0.3686 (0.0221) (0.0480) (0.0189) (0.0057) (0.0353) (0.5546) (0.3714)
(AR-OF) 0.3684 (0.0230) (0.1011) (0.0205) (0.0367) (0.0433) (0.6620) (0.4908)
3 min . 0.4519 0.4517 0.4521 0.4516 0.4519 0.4521 0.4522
(WN) 0.4521 (0.1433) (0.1080) (0.4330) (0.1467) (0.1557) (0.4855) (0.5414)
(AR-OF) 0.4519 (0.0381) (0.1466) (0.8848) (0.2063) (0.5959) (0.7431) (0.8246)
4 min . 0.5005 0.5002 0.5012 0.5006 0.5006 0.5004 0.5006
(WN) 0.5000 (0.7660) (0.6744) (0.9142) (0.8164) (0.8051) (0.7874) (0.8241)
(AR-OF) 0.5006 (0.0219) (0.1662) (0.9921) (0.5522) (0.7583) (0.3336) (0.9247)
5 min . 0.5926 0.5921 0.5926 0.5925 0.5927 0.5939 0.5942
(WN) 0.5938 (0.0511) (0.1216) (0.0704) (0.0822) (0.0471) (0.5946) (0.8539)
(AR-OF) 0.5928 (0.0429) (0.1997) (0.2153) (0.1508) (0.4652) (0.8663) (0.9428)
10 min . 0.8260 0.8243 0.8267 0.8260 0.8259 0.8261 0.8278
(WN) 0.8273 (0.0966) (0.1206) (0.3455) (0.1483) (0.0856) (0.0663) (0.6511)
(AR-OF) 0.8260 (0.5927) (0.1492) (0.8475) (0.5641) (0.3752) (0.5493) (0.7955)
20 min . 1.0724 1.0701 1.0713 1.0710 1.0708 1.0656 1.0678
(WN) 1.0711 (0.9153) (0.1143) (0.6457) (0.3941) (0.3749) (0.0056) (0.2304)
(AR-OF) 1.0713 (0.8873) (0.0715) (0.4570) (0.2732) (0.2919) (0.0038) (0.2172)
30 min . 1.4275 1.4237 1.4269 1.4240 1.4274 1.4270 1.4278
(WN) 1.4202 (0.9539) (0.8709) (0.9451) (0.8780) (0.9497) (0.9011) (0.9219)
(AR-OF) 1.4275 (0.6644) (0.0689) (0.2343) (0.1346) (0.4277) (0.3711) (0.5815)
1 hr . 1.7603 1.7605 1.7616 1.7659 1.7600 1.7578 1.7592
(WN) 1.7648 (0.1161) (0.1660) (0.3110) (0.5803) (0.0951) (0.0638) (0.0897)
(AR-OF) 1.7602 (0.5605) (0.5981) (0.6091) (0.9010) (0.3117) (0.1904) (0.3333)
Table 4: Results for the out-of-sample price change prediction on different sampling frequencies
(Freq) for the 7 different category specific order flow measures. The first cell entry is the Root-
Mean-Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated forecasting model.The second and
third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test
with the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model is not smaller than
the RMSPE of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-
values in bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model
is smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark model (WN, AR-OF).
5 Discussion about Order Flow Measures
The results of the forecasting study in the last section shows that the category
specific order flows on OANDA FXTrade contain significant information for the
prediction of high frequency price changes, beyond the information that is already
contained in past price changes and interbank order flow. Moreover, different order
categories are informative for different forecasting horizons. Given these striking
observations, two questions arise from a forecasting point of view: i) can we find a
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combined (or aggregated across categories) order flow measure that is even better
suited as a forecasting variable than any of the individual categories and ii) what is
the performance of such a combined measure in comparison to standard order flow
measures available in the literature (e.g. Lyons (1995)). From an information point
of view, we mustn’t forget that OANDA FXTrade is organised partially as a crossing
network which means that the bid and ask quotes on OANDA FXTrade depend in
addition to its own inventory book on bid and ask prices from the dealer market
through an external datafeed. The precise algorithm of how bid and ask prices on
OANDA FXTrade are quoted, however, is a company secret and unknown to us. It
is our understanding that the dealer market prices are not simply put through as
it would happen in a pure crossing network. Given the setup of OANDA FXTrade
and many other electronic trading platforms that rely to some degree on external
datafeeds from the interbank market, it should, however, be immediately clear that
all transactions (regardless of their type) on OANDA FXTrade combine informa-
tion from both markets, the dealer market and OANDA FXTrade. Hence – from
our forecasting point of view – the underlying key question is, how do we extract
valuable information for forecasting from both markets with the order flows that we
observe on OANDA FXTrade in the best possible way. But, we are also interested in
constructing an order flow measure that mostly aggregates trading intentions from
the crowd of OANDA FXTrade traders alone. Such a measure would shed some
light on whether any improved forecasting performance stems from a ’learning chan-
nel’ in the sense that order flow on OANDA FXTrade simply extracts counterparty
information from the dealer market, of course, differently than the above employed
interbank order flow measure; or an ’information endowment channel’ in the sense
that the crowd of traders on OANDA FXTrade has new information that has not
reached the dealer market, yet. The latter is consistent with the common view that
new information for players in the dealer market is generated through their own
trading with their own customers, which naturally happens before they trade them-
selves in the dealer market. The difference here is that the investors on OANDA
FXTrade are mainly retail investors.
To have a benchmark measure we decide to follow the literature and construct the
standard order flow measure in the spirit of Lyons (1995). His standard definition of
an aggregated net order flow measure is the difference between buyer initiated and
seller initiated trades within a given period; or stated differently, the cumulative sum
of signed orders where buyer initiated and seller initiated orders receive positive and
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negative signs, respectively. The key idea behind this measure is to capture very
recent changes in the information of the market participants, by focusing on the
initiating party of a trade (submission of market orders), deciding to trade because
of new (private) information. Hence, for example, an executed buy limit order is
treated as a seller initiated trade, since it has to be merged with a sell market order.
Here the very recent information of the seller about the future direction of the price
process is treated as more important than the information of the buyer, who might
not have the latest information (or interpreted it differently) and previously decided
to wait by placing a buy limit order. This standard order flow measure is very well
suited for explaining future prices as far as the interbank market is considered, as
demonstrated by Dan´ıelsson et al. (2012).
Let us now consider trades on OANDA FXTrade where bid and ask prices depend
partially on an external data-feed from the interbank market and its own inventory
book. Hence the bid and ask prices on OANDA actually depend on the informa-
tion in two markets: OANDA itself and the interbank market. For the sake of the
argument let us assume for the moment that OANDAs’ inventory book is empty
and bid and ask prices are simply put through one-to-one from the interbank mar-
ket. A newly submitted buy limit order (bid) on OANDA is therefore sitting in the
“book” and will get matched in the absence of further market orders against the ask
price of OANDA FXTrade (the external data-feed) once the ask price just reaches
(crosses) the bid of this buy limit order. As a result, the execution of this buy limit
order is triggered by selling pressure in the primary market shortly before, e.g. a
large sell market order in the interbank market, consuming the previous best bids
there and also causing an adjustment of the best ask quotes to lower prices sightly
thereafter. Measuring order flow on OANDA FXTrade with the standard net order
flow measure described above yields a mixture of price expectations from traders
on OANDA FXTrade (mainly through market orders) and price expectations from
the interbank market (mainly through executed limit orders). Stated differently, the
standard order flow measure doesn’t allows us to make a distinction between the
before mentioned “learning” and “information endowment” channels.
To disentangle these two types of information processes, we decide to construct an
additional order flow measure that only tries to aggregate information about the di-
rection of a future price change on OANDA FXTrade. This measure helps to test the
statement of Harris (2003), that retail investors trade based on their beliefs concern-
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ing a price change direction rather than fundamental information of the underlying
asset. As explained below for the construction of the OANDA order flow measure
we, therefore, give up the priority of the trades of the initiating party in determining
the sign of the order flow measure. The key assumption that we make is, that as in
the example above, limit orders on OANDA will not get matched against OANDA
market orders, but rather the external data-feed. In Table 5, we summarise defi-
nitions of the standard and the additional order flow measure, which we denote as
“OANDA order flow”. In column one we list the different types of actions, in column
two the signs for the standard order flow measure and in column three the signs for
the OANDA order flow measure.
Buy market orders, irrespective of whether they are submitted to open or close a
position, get positive signs in both order flow measures since the traders on OANDA
FXTrade initiate these trades and believe that the price will go up. Hence, sell
market orders receive negative signs.
In the standard order flow measure, submitted (pending) limit orders are not consid-
ered, since they are not yet executed, which means that there is not yet an initiating
party. They are, however, taken into account in the OANDA order flow measure
since the trader, who submits a limit order, expresses his belief that the price will
go up (buy, positive sign) or down (sell, negative sign).
Executed buy limit orders are treated as seller initiated in the standard order flow
measure (see the discussion above) and are thus assigned negative signs. In the
OANDA order flow measure they receive positive signs, since the submitter still
believes that the price will increase. Otherwise he could have cancelled the order
before execution. Executed sell limit orders are treated analogously.
Buy take-profit orders (close) are buy limit orders that receive negative signs in the
standard order flow measure. In the OANDA order flow measure, they get positive
signs, because the trader believes that the price will fall further. A buy take-profit
order (close) can only be executed if the trader has a short position in a currency pair
(short position in the base currency). Sell take-profit orders receive the symmetric
signs. Buy stop-loss orders (close) get negative signs in both measures. For the
standard order flow measure the explanation is that it is a special buy limit order.
For the OANDA order flow measure the explanation is that the trader believes that
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the price will fall further. Again, sell stop-loss orders are treated analogously.
Buy margin call orders (close) are not used in both order flow measures. On the one
hand, one can argue that they should get positive signs since they are buy market
orders. On the other hand, one can argue that they should receive negative signs as
they are not motivated by new information and that the traders were just proven
to have wrong expectations about the price. Due to their scarce occurrence (0.12%
and 0.17%, see Table 1) we don’t expect them to play any role.
Standard Order OANDA OrderTransaction Record
Flow Signs Flow Signs
Buy market (open) + +
Sell market (open) - -
Buy market (close) + +
Sell market (close) - -
Limit order: Buy not used +
Limit order: Sell not used -
Buy limit order executed (open) - +
Sell limit order executed (open) + -
Buy limit order executed (close) - +
Sell limit order executed (close) + -
Buy take-profit (close) - +
Sell take-profit (close) + -
Buy stop-loss (close) - -
Sell stop-loss (close) + +
Buy margin call (close) not used not used
Sell margin call (close) not used not used
Change order not used not used
Change stop-loss or take-profit not used not used
Cancel order by hand not used not used
Cancel order: insufficient funds not used not used
Cancel order: bound violation not used not used
Order expired not used not used
Table 5: Definitions of the order flow measures. Col. 1 states the record
entries, col. 2 contains the signs for the construction of the standard net
order flow measure and col. 3 contains the signs for the construction of
the OANDA order flow measure.
In order to provide a comparative basis for the in- and out-of-sample analyses per-
formed in Section 4, we also investigate the performance of a purely data driven
order flow measure which is not based on any theoretical motivation of how infor-
mation is aggregated into a single order flow measure. Here we simply include all
category k specific order flow measures as explanatory variables into the regression
setup.
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Similar to the previous section, we again extend the (AR-OF) benchmark specifi-
cation with our lagged combined order flow measures xkt with k = {SOF,OOF}
where the superscripts SOF and OOF denote the standard and OANDA order flow
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where xkt with k = 1, . . . , 7 denote the category k specific order flow measure as
before.
Table 6 presents the RMSEs of our three combined order flow measure specifications
for all 9 prediction horizons. The p-values of the mDM-tests show that the standard
order flow model only outperforms the (AR-OF) benchmark model up to a 4 min
frequency, while the OANDA order flow measure outperforms the benchmark up to
a frequency of 30 minutes and the purely data driven order flow model outperforms
it even up to a frequency of 1 hour. This observation shows that even in-sample
the standard order flow measure doesn’t seem to do such a good job in aggregating
important forecasting information and the comparison with the OANDA order flow
measure or the data driven model shows that it lacks the ability to capture the
slightly longer term forecasting information. It is not surprising that the pure data
driven model performs best in the in-sample analysis as it is the most flexible speci-
fication, with no a priori assumptions imposed on how the individual categories are
aggregated up. The OANDA order flow measure, constructed to aggregate the in-
formation of the crowd of OANDA FXTrade retail traders, performs almost as good
as the pure data driven measure, which shows again that there is clearly collectively
valuable information among OANDA FXTrade retail traders. Given these results,
we can further conclude that information is not alone coming from a learning, but
most likely also from an information endowment channel.
The out-of-sample results in Table 7 confirm the conclusions drawn from the in-
sample study and although they are in general weaker they support the finding that
the OANDA order flow measure contains valuable forecasting information especially
for the longer forecasting horizons of 20 and 30 minutes. The purely data driven
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order flow model is also not the uniformly best model anymore.
To sum up, these results are again in line with the previous findings in this paper
and the literature stating that on aggregate retail trading conveys information about
future prices (see Dorn et al. (2008), Kaniel et al. (2012), Menkhoff et al. (2013),
among others).
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Freq BM CAT-SOF CAT-OOF ALL-CAT
1 min . 0.2587 0.2574 0.2567
(WN) 0.2623 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2593 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3856 0.3852 0.3849
(WN) 0.3865 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.3859 (0.0004) (0.0000) (0.0000)
3 min . 0.4692 0.4688 0.4688
(WN) 0.4696 (0.0005) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.4692 (0.0856) (0.0021) (0.0128)
4 min . 0.5408 0.5407 0.5404
(WN) 0.5416 (0.0010) (0.0002) (0.0001)
(AR-OF) 0.5409 (0.0857) (0.0658) (0.0141)
5 min . 0.5956 0.5954 0.5951
(WN) 0.5959 (0.0304) (0.0026) (0.0007)
(AR-OF) 0.5957 (0.2446) (0.0462) (0.0142)
10 min . 0.8301 0.8293 0.8285
(WN) 0.8303 (0.2052) (0.0052) (0.0007)
(AR-OF) 0.8301 (0.4394) (0.0265) (0.0065)
20 min . 1.1569 1.1550 1.1524
(WN) 1.1570 (0.3112) (0.0214) (0.0021)
(AR-OF) 1.1570 (0.3362) (0.0220) (0.0021)
30 min . 1.4083 1.4079 1.4064
(WN) 1.4112 (0.0317) (0.0254) (0.0134)
(AR-OF) 1.4095 (0.1399) (0.0793) (0.0435)
1 hr . 2.0205 2.0192 2.0161
(WN) 2.0225 (0.2525) (0.1838) (0.0735)
(AR-OF) 2.0211 (0.2999) (0.1665) (0.0715)
Table 6: Results for the in-sample price change prediction
on different sampling frequencies (Freq) for the standard (CAT-
SOF), OANDA (CAT-OOF) and aggregated categories (ALL-
CAT) order flow measures. The first cell entry is the Root-Mean-
Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated forecasting
model.The second and third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-
value from the modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test with the
null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated forecasting
model is not smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding White
Noise or AR-OF benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-values in
bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE of the associ-
ated forecasting model is smaller than the RMSPE of the corre-
sponding benchmark model (WN, AR-OF).
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Freq BM SOF OOF ALL-CAT
1 min . 0.2413 0.2393 0.2380
(WN) 0.2448 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0021)
(AR-OF) 0.2420 (0.0472) (0.0015) (0.0223)
2 min . 0.3682 0.3681 0.3678
(WN) 0.3686 (0.0710) (0.1866) (0.0013)
(AR-OF) 0.3684 (0.1476) (0.2776) (0.0001)
3 min . 0.4518 0.4518 0.4522
(WN) 0.4521 (0.1242) (0.1830) (0.5896)
(AR-OF) 0.4519 (0.2506) (0.3612) (0.7991)
4 min . 0.5005 0.5010 0.5004
(WN) 0.5000 (0.7685) (0.9060) (0.7633)
(AR-OF) 0.5006 (0.3908) (0.9474) (0.4228)
5 min . 0.5925 0.5931 0.5932
(WN) 0.5938 (0.0425) (0.1696) (0.1532)
(AR-OF) 0.5928 (0.0318) (0.8770) (0.7521)
10 min . 0.8260 0.8258 0.8276
(WN) 0.8273 (0.0985) (0.1560) (0.6050)
(AR-OF) 0.8260 (0.6114) (0.4465) (0.8090)
20 min . 1.0712 1.0658 1.0638
(WN) 1.0711 (0.5392) (0.0235) (0.0633)
(AR-OF) 1.0713 (0.3974) (0.0202) (0.0581)
30 min . 1.4269 1.4231 1.4236
(WN) 1.4202 (0.9402) (0.7345) (0.7259)
(AR-OF) 1.4275 (0.3997) (0.0936) (0.1465)
1 hr . 1.7638 1.7635 1.7670
(WN) 1.7648 (0.4074) (0.4017) (0.6003)
(AR-OF) 1.7602 (0.9467) (0.8237) (0.7828)
Table 7: Results for the out-of-sample price change prediction
on different sampling frequencies (Freq) for the standard (CAT-
SOF), OANDA (CAT-OOF) and aggregated categories (ALL-
CAT) order flow measures. The first cell entry is the Root-Mean-
Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated forecasting
model.The second and third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-
value from the modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test with the
null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated forecasting
model is not smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding White
Noise or AR-OF benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-values in
bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE of the associ-
ated forecasting model is smaller than the RMSPE of the corre-
sponding benchmark model (WN, AR-OF).
6 Are Retail Investors Right or Wrong?
In the previous section we showed with the help of predictive regressions and out-
of-sample tests that the order flow of OANDA investors carries significant genuine
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information for short term exchange rate forecasting. We showed (even after control-
ling for interbank order flow) that the information of the at least one period lagged
category specific and aggregated order flow measures lead to significant forecasting
improvements. This result on its own shows that the investors on OANDA generate
through their trading behavior valuable exploitable information for forecasting that
is not pure noise. It is, however, not clear how exactly this information is incorpo-
rated into the price process. Is it because investors place consistently correct orders
in the sense that buying pressure predicts upward price movements, or is it because
investors are consistently wrong and forecasting power is generated because their
wrong orders are gratefully been picked up by the interbank traders and information
is incorporated through this channel?
Given the fact that OANDA FXtrade possess certain features of a crossing network
as discussed in Section 5 and especially limit order flows carry information from
both OANDA FXTrade and the interbank market, it seems natural to address this
question by distinguishing between order flow categories and forecasting horizons.
In Table 8 we present cross-autocorrelations between lagged order flow (up to lag 5)
and price changes for the category specific order flow and the combined order flow
measures for all aggregation frequencies. For signing these order flow categories,
we follow the same logic as in Section 5 where we discussed the construction of the
combined OANDA order flow measure, that aims to measure the trading intention
of the OANDA traders.1 Hence, a positive cross-autocorrelation coefficient indicates
correct information, while a negative one indicates wrong information for forecasting
the future price change direction.
There are a number of interesting observations that we can make: Firstly, when
traders open positions with market orders (category 4) they seem to be only right
for a very short term horizon (up to 1 min) about the direction of the future price
movement, but otherwise consistently wrong. When they, however, close an exist-
ing position with market orders (category 5) it seems that they possess the right
information about price movements ranging between 80 minutes and 5 hours and
leave the market early. A possible explanation for this observation is that when
traders submit market orders to close a position, they already had an exposure to
this currency pair and their incentives to monitor their investment could be higher
1Please, note that for the definition of the combined measure we made no assumptions about the
intended forecasting horizon of the embedded information.
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in comparison to when they simply open a new position. Secondly, when traders try
to open a position by submitting limit orders (category 1) to the system they seem
to be right for horizons up to around 10 minutes, for longer horizons the picture is
mixed. Together with the first observation, it might well be that traders reveal their
correct short term information not by placing market orders but limit orders.
The order flows discussed so far are clean in the sense that they are an immediate
consequence of the actions of the OANDA traders themselves and are not directly
triggered by events in the interbank market. It is already clear, however, that our
traders are not consistently wrong, but also not consistently right and different order
flow categories seem to reveal correct information for different forecasting horizons.
We now turn our attention to the order flow categories of executed limit orders.
Executed limit orders to open a position (category 2) show that they are informa-
tive for the correct price movement only for short horizons around 3 minutes, for
longer horizons they are consistently wrong. A similar pattern emerges for take
profit orders (category 7) and the opposite pattern for stop-loss orders (category 6).
For executed limited orders to close a position the pattern is quite mixed. Please
note again that all executed limit order flows contain information about trading di-
rections and intentions of both the interbank market and the OANDA traders and
that they were constructed in such a way that they reveal the correct intentions of
the OANDA traders. For all categories except the stop-loss category (category 6),
where expectations of the interbank market and the OANDA traders are aligned,
they measure by construction opposite trading intentions. Nonetheless, we observe
that for short term forecasting horizons correct beliefs are revealed.
To sum up, we found that there is no straightforward answer to the general question
whether traders on OANDA FXTrade are consistently right or wrong, but instead
that the answer depends highly on the order flow category used and the forecasting
horizon considered. There is a tendency in the above results that for short term
forecasting horizons up to around 5 minutes OANDA traders seem to have the correct
information and that for longer term forecasting horizons they seem to be wrong.
This is also quite visible by looking at the aggregated OANDA order flow measure.
These results are consistent with the results of the forecasting study presented in
Sections 4 and 5 and show again that there is exploitable information among the set
of OANDA FXTrade investors.
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Freq #lag SOF OOF CAT1 CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 CAT6 CAT7
1 min 1 0.0077 -0.1095 0.0050 -0.0596 -0.0246 0.0083 -0.0249 0.1323 -0.1138
. 2 -0.0179 0.0110 0.0040 0.0022 0.0001 -0.0223 0.0028 -0.0182 0.0276
. 3 -0.0086 0.0108 -0.0040 0.0049 0.0023 -0.0112 0.0035 -0.0161 0.0200
. 4 -0.0062 0.0087 0.0050 0.0048 0.0022 -0.0087 0.0024 -0.0117 0.0141
. 5 -0.0047 -0.0002 0.0069 -0.0003 -0.0014 -0.0063 -0.0013 -0.0019 0.0031
. . . . . . . . .
2 min 1 -0.0186 -0.0275 0.0032 -0.0334 -0.0113 -0.0290 -0.0053 0.0217 -0.0042
. 2 -0.0125 0.0132 0.0038 0.0108 0.0041 -0.0150 0.0055 -0.0167 0.0220
. 3 -0.0063 -0.0023 0.0104 -0.0001 -0.0051 -0.0053 -0.0033 0.0021 0.0012
. 4 -0.0008 -0.0042 -0.0014 -0.0069 -0.0013 -0.0014 0.0003 0.0060 -0.0020
. 5 -0.0014 -0.0011 -0.0001 -0.0007 -0.0001 -0.0041 0.0033 0.0032 -0.0025
. . . . . . . . .
3 min 1 -0.0228 -0.0086 0.0047 -0.0061 -0.0057 -0.0335 0.0002 -0.0012 0.0119
. 2 -0.0054 0.0018 0.0117 -0.0001 -0.0009 -0.0050 -0.0006 -0.0010 0.0041
. 3 -0.0045 -0.0063 0.0007 -0.0068 -0.0027 -0.0051 0.0003 0.0097 -0.0037
. 4 0.0035 0.0003 0.0009 0.0027 0.0001 -0.0023 0.0029 -0.0025 -0.0055
. 5 -0.0096 0.0003 0.0045 0.0115 0.0119 -0.0106 -0.0014 -0.0044 -0.0007
. . . . . . . . .
4 min 1 -0.0236 -0.0020 0.0095 -0.0088 -0.0028 -0.0323 0.0054 -0.0012 0.0192
. 2 0.0003 -0.0058 0.0075 -0.0052 -0.0084 -0.0007 -0.0000 0.0109 -0.0082
. 3 -0.0079 -0.0012 0.0023 0.0106 0.0042 -0.0087 -0.0040 -0.0061 -0.0022
. 4 -0.0046 -0.0092 0.0043 -0.0050 0.0096 -0.0083 -0.0020 0.0085 -0.0099
. 5 -0.0066 -0.0183 0.0033 -0.0100 0.0030 -0.0034 -0.0155 0.0110 -0.0179
. . . . . . . . .
5 min 1 -0.0173 -0.0072 0.0114 -0.0113 -0.0152 -0.0216 -0.0030 0.0012 0.0102
. 2 0.0018 -0.0032 0.0026 -0.0072 -0.0004 -0.0057 0.0027 0.0012 -0.0054
. 3 -0.0075 -0.0103 0.0039 0.0077 0.0086 -0.0092 -0.0053 0.0067 -0.0151
. 4 -0.0160 -0.0207 0.0016 -0.0151 0.0053 -0.0103 -0.0173 0.0127 -0.0113
. 5 0.0042 -0.0127 -0.0009 -0.0087 0.0046 0.0048 -0.0087 0.0098 -0.0169
. . . . . . . . .
10 min 1 -0.0023 -0.0153 0.0114 -0.0183 -0.0112 -0.0140 -0.0015 0.0116 -0.0114
. 2 -0.0191 -0.0271 -0.0000 -0.0131 0.0176 -0.0180 -0.0152 0.0188 -0.0241
. 3 -0.0123 -0.0323 -0.0030 -0.0205 -0.0035 -0.0023 -0.0242 0.0273 -0.0216
. 4 -0.0028 -0.0146 -0.0112 -0.0169 0.0032 -0.0220 0.0022 -0.0005 -0.0083
. 5 0.0033 -0.0104 0.0076 -0.0056 -0.0012 -0.0006 -0.0030 0.0119 -0.0147
. . . . . . . . .
20 min 1 -0.0150 -0.0475 0.0129 -0.0233 0.0063 -0.0172 -0.0216 0.0467 -0.0543
. 2 -0.0144 -0.0246 -0.0080 -0.0160 0.0166 -0.0235 -0.0075 0.0107 -0.0148
. 3 0.0034 -0.0160 0.0131 -0.0205 -0.0138 -0.0069 0.0015 0.0239 -0.0165
. 4 0.0041 -0.0029 -0.0259 0.0019 -0.0083 -0.0215 0.0221 0.0010 -0.0024
. 5 0.0000 0.0027 0.0053 -0.0014 -0.0049 -0.0197 0.0160 -0.0046 0.0012
. . . . . . . . .
30 min 1 -0.0421 -0.0550 -0.0039 -0.0424 0.0079 -0.0479 -0.0187 0.0386 -0.0275
. 2 -0.0033 -0.0163 -0.0002 -0.0087 -0.0041 -0.0139 0.0026 0.0185 -0.0144
. 3 0.0001 -0.0070 -0.0129 -0.0164 -0.0241 -0.0340 0.0271 0.0062 0.0016
. 4 0.0156 -0.0134 -0.0114 -0.0141 -0.0153 -0.0109 0.0115 0.0111 -0.0179
. 5 -0.0076 -0.0011 -0.0150 -0.0108 0.0082 -0.0248 0.0184 0.0003 0.0086
. . . . . . . . .
1 hr 1 -0.0157 -0.0339 0.0074 -0.0183 -0.0167 -0.0325 -0.0009 0.0311 -0.0257
. 2 0.0070 -0.0223 -0.0235 -0.0296 -0.0114 -0.0391 0.0345 0.0337 -0.0145
. 3 -0.0189 -0.0195 -0.0434 -0.0105 -0.0157 -0.0369 0.0162 0.0147 -0.0001
. 4 -0.0184 -0.0103 -0.0024 -0.0108 -0.0005 -0.0265 0.0086 0.0111 0.0012
. 5 -0.0272 -0.0145 -0.0243 -0.0138 -0.0036 -0.0417 0.0181 0.0146 0.0113
Table 8: Cross-correlations between the price change and the lagged order flow measures (stan-
dard (SOF), OANDA (OOF) and the 7 different category specific order flow) on different sampling
frequencies (Freq) up to 5 lags. The cells highlighted in green indicate that positive significant
cross-autocorrelation coefficients are significant, while cells highlighted in dark red indicate sig-
nificant negative cross-autocorrelation coefficients.
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7 Robustness Check
In order to check how robust our results are we reproduce in Appendix A the tables
above for an alternative forecasting setup. Here our sample period of 32 weeks is not
divided into 28 weeks of an in-sample estimation and 4 weeks of an out-of-sample
forecasting period as before, but rather into 8 periods of 4 weeks each, where the
first 3 weeks are always treated as the in-sample estimation period and the 4th week
used as the out-of-sample forecasting period. The forecasting study described above
is then carried out independently 8 times for each of the 4 weeks sub-samples. Ta-
ble 9 summarises this setup of the in- and out-of-sample periods. We choose this
forecasting setup with alternating in-sample and out-of-sample periods in order to
account for potential structural breaks.
Period In-Sample Out-of-Sample
1 Mo. 6. Oct. 2003 – Fr. 24. Oct. 2003 Mo. 27. Oct. 2003 – Fr. 31. Oct. 2003
2 Mo. 3. Nov. 2003 – Fr. 21. Nov. 2003 Mo. 24. Nov. 2003 – Fr. 28. Nov. 2003
3 Mo. 1. Dec. 2003 – Fr. 19. Dec. 2003 Mo. 22. Dec. 2003 – Fr. 26. Dec. 2003
4 Mo. 29. Dec. 2003 – Fr. 26. Jan. 2004 Mo. 19. Jan. 2004 – Fr. 23. Jan. 2004
5 Mo. 26. Jan. 2004 – Fr. 13. Feb. 2004 Mo. 16. Feb. 2004 – Fr. 20. Feb. 2004
6 Mo. 23. Feb. 2004 – Fr. 12. Mar. 2004 Mo. 15. Mar. 2004 – Fr. 19. Mar. 2004
7 Mo. 22. Mar. 2004 – Fr. 9. Apr. 2004 Mo. 12. Apr. 2004 – Fr. 19. Apr. 2004
8 Mo. 19. Apr. 2004 – Fr. 7. May 2004 Mo. 10. May 2004 – Fr. 14. May 2004
Table 9: In-sample and out-of-sample periods of the forecasting study.
The results of the in-sample estimations are presented in Tables 10 and 12. As be-
fore, the RMSEs for the models containing the category k order flow measures are
smaller than those of both benchmark specifications across all frequencies. Consid-
ering the p-values of the mDM-test, however, shows that as before especially the
specifications relying on order flow of 6-Stop-loss orders and 7-Take-profit orders
outperform the benchmark model up to the 1 hour sampling frequency. Neverthe-
less, it turns out that also the order flows of 1-Limit orders, 2-Limit orders executed
(open), 4-Market orders (open) and 5-Market orders (close) show a significant fore-
casting improvement up to an hour frequency, while the order flow in all the other
categories seems to be helpful only up to the 3 min frequency. When considering
the RMSEs of our three combined order flow measure specifications (Table 12) we
see that all three combinations outperform the (AR-OF) benchmark model up to a
1 hour frequency.
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The same weaker pattern emerges here again for the the analysis of the out-of-sample
RMSPEs presented in Tables 11 and 13, where the category specific and the com-
bined order flow measures models outperform both benchmark specifications up to
the 2 min frequency.
Nevertheless, the results obtained from this alternative forecasting setup corroborate
our previous findings, that there is clearly collectively valuable information among
FXTrade retail traders, that can be exploited to significantly improve short term
out-of-sample price change forecasts. In addition, these results underpin the view
that retail traders on aggregate might be more than only “noise” traders.
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8 Conclusion
In this paper we provide evidence that the trading activity of small retail investors
carries significant information beyond the information contained in interbank order
flow and past price changes. This information is not only able to explain future
currency prices changes, but forecast them for short forecasting horizons between
1 and 20 minutes. We don’t claim that each and every retail investor possess such
non-publicly available information, but that on aggregate and properly extracted
even a crowd of small retail investors, generates enough additional information that
can be exploited successfully for price change forecasts.
Our paper is the first which analyses the trading activity of retail foreign exchange
market investors in such a detail and entirety. Although used in the academic litera-
ture mainly as a modelling device, our findings question the status of retail investors
as pure noise traders in market microstructure models for FX markets. While this
view certainly prevails for single or a crowd of only a few retail investors, a large
crowd of them seems to possess enough information processing ability to generate
and extract important additional information.
The results presented in this paper are in line with the view that in the foreign
exchange market information is highly dispersed among market participants and
contained in disaggregated form in customer order flow. While previous studies
showed that interbank market dealers should be able to extract important infor-
mation from their institutional clients order flow, our study shows that even retail
customer order flow observed on an electronic trading platform is informative.
In general, our findings are consistent with a hierarchical market setup (Xue &
Gencay (2012)) for the foreign exchange market in which dispersed information is
processed from the bottom to the top through a system of fewer and fewer players
(which are more and more informed) until it reaches the interbank market.
Moreover, our analysis also complies with the literature on investors sentiment (e.g.,
Baker & Wurgler (2006, 2007)) which provides evidence that widely dispersed news
information can be successfully aggregated into sentiment indicators which have sig-
nificant forecasting power for future price changes of individual companies.
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A Appendix
Freq BM CAT1 CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 CAT6 CAT7
1 min . 0.2605 0.2602 0.2604 0.2603 0.2603 0.2592 0.2592
(WN) 0.2646 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2611 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3913 0.3909 0.3915 0.3913 0.3913 0.3910 0.3913
(WN) 0.3924 (0.0000) (0.0011) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.3917 (0.0001) (0.0301) (0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0077) (0.0029)
3 min . 0.4763 0.4759 0.4763 0.4761 0.4764 0.4761 0.4762
(WN) 0.4771 (0.0000) (0.0472) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0009)
(AR-OF) 0.4765 (0.0047) (0.1823) (0.0122) (0.0088) (0.0682) (0.0316) (0.0723)
4 min . 0.5481 0.5479 0.5481 0.5480 0.5481 0.5479 0.5478
(WN) 0.5491 (0.0032) (0.0015) (0.0025) (0.0018) (0.0017) (0.0054) (0.0036)
(AR-OF) 0.5483 (0.0464) (0.0638) (0.1158) (0.0617) (0.0829) (0.1647) (0.0984)
5 min . 0.6098 0.6092 0.6098 0.6097 0.6097 0.6093 0.6093
(WN) 0.6113 (0.0022) (0.0703) (0.0028) (0.0091) (0.0028) (0.0080) (0.0116)
(AR-OF) 0.6099 (0.0572) (0.2352) (0.1467) (0.1470) (0.1490) (0.0806) (0.0777)
10 min . 0.8481 0.8465 0.8476 0.8481 0.8476 0.8473 0.8469
(WN) 0.8500 (0.0219) (0.0798) (0.0101) (0.0264) (0.0091) (0.0048) (0.0077)
(AR-OF) 0.8483 (0.1432) (0.1546) (0.0391) (0.2558) (0.0411) (0.0317) (0.0391)
20 min . 1.1669 1.1654 1.1671 1.1671 1.1659 1.1630 1.1634
(WN) 1.1712 (0.0039) (0.0041) (0.0033) (0.0101) (0.0025) (0.0013) (0.0025)
(AR-OF) 1.1676 (0.0717) (0.0474) (0.1043) (0.2479) (0.0414) (0.0061) (0.0147)
30 min . 1.4428 1.4381 1.4438 1.4395 1.4424 1.4406 1.4438
(WN) 1.4491 (0.0128) (0.0277) (0.0140) (0.0015) (0.0096) (0.0040) (0.0134)
(AR-OF) 1.4446 (0.1077) (0.0767) (0.1634) (0.0066) (0.0444) (0.0117) (0.1440)
1 hr . 2.0142 2.0129 2.0144 2.0125 2.0192 2.0152 2.0157
(WN) 2.0363 (0.0052) (0.0054) (0.0050) (0.0034) (0.0124) (0.0070) (0.0072)
(AR-OF) 2.0203 (0.0687) (0.0218) (0.0795) (0.0148) (0.1857) (0.0542) (0.0523)
Table 10: Results for the in-sample price change prediction on different sampling frequencies
(Freq) for the 7 different category specific order flow measures for the alternative forecasting
setup. The first cell entry is the Root-Mean-Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated
forecasting model. The second and third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the
modified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test with the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated
forecasting model is not smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF
benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-values in bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE
of the associated forecasting model is smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark
model (WN, AR-OF).
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Freq BM CAT1 CAT2 CAT3 CAT4 CAT5 CAT6 CAT7
1 min . 0.2436 0.2433 0.2436 0.2435 0.2433 0.2422 0.2422
(WN) 0.2464 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2441 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3588 0.35889 0.3586 0.3586 0.3587 0.3586 0.3586
(WN) 0.3590 (0.2543) (0.3205) (0.0712) (0.0959) (0.1254) (0.1254) (0.0735)
(AR-OF) 0.3588 (0.6108) (0.5600) (0.0225) (0.1551) (0.1972) (0.2301) (0.0804)
3 min . 0.4374 0.43774 0.4373 0.4374 0.4373 0.4374 0.4374
(WN) 0.4375 (0.4008) (0.7110) (0.3527) (0.4495) (0.3194) (0.3677) (0.4363)
(AR-OF) 0.4372 (0.8866) (0.9723) (0.7971) (0.7914) (0.7987) (0.7394) (0.8226)
4 min . 0.4965 0.49642 0.4965 0.4961 0.4964 0.4963 0.4966
(WN) 0.4971 (0.0322) (0.0469) (0.1104) (0.0050) (0.0276) (0.0101) (0.1065)
(AR-OF) 0.4963 (0.9148) (0.6742) (0.7538) (0.2241) (0.8127) (0.5030) (0.8524)
5 min . 0.5472 0.54742 0.5469 0.5471 0.5471 0.5473 0.5467
(WN) 0.5461 (0.9490) (0.9394) (0.8942) (0.8600) (0.9162) (0.9472) (0.7670)
(AR-OF) 0.5470 (0.9522) (0.8934) (0.4808) (0.6645) (0.7854) (0.8689) (0.2728)
10 min . 0.7684 0.76894 0.7697 0.7687 0.7684 0.7675 0.7691
(WN) 0.7664 (0.9773) (0.9696) (0.9972) (0.9864) (0.9767) (0.8045) (0.9712)
(AR-OF) 0.7682 (0.7047) (0.7809) (0.9791) (0.9231) (0.6703) (0.1538) (0.7985)
20 min . 1.0746 1.07790 1.0757 1.0748 1.0775 1.0738 1.0752
(WN) 1.0697 (0.9837) (0.9969) (0.9868) (0.9864) (0.9992) (0.8921) (0.9543)
(AR-OF) 1.0742 (0.7477) (0.9735) (0.8592) (0.7709) (0.9993) (0.4475) (0.6676)
30 min . 1.3006 1.30007 1.2967 1.2919 1.2969 1.2992 1.2993
(WN) 1.2958 (0.8778) (0.7932) (0.6064) (0.1978) (0.6112) (0.8236) (0.8054)
(AR-OF) 1.2940 (0.9936) (0.9217) (0.9641) (0.2377) (0.9326) (0.9823) (0.9759)
1 hr . 1.8713 1.87467 1.8862 1.8703 1.8716 1.8737 1.8835
(WN) 1.8533 (0.9910) (0.9598) (0.9918) (0.9343) (0.9922) (0.9926) (0.9978)
(AR-OF) 1.8685 (0.6834) (0.7228) (0.9428) (0.5797) (0.9449) (0.8918) (0.9765)
Table 11: Results for the out-of-sample price change prediction on different sampling frequen-
cies (Freq) for the 7 different category specific order flow measures for the alternative forecasting
setup. The first cell entry is the Root-Mean-Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE) of the associated
forecasting model. The second and third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the mod-
ified Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test with the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the associated
forecasting model is not smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF
benchmark model (WN, AR-OF). P-values in bold correspond to those cases where the RMSPE
of the associated forecasting model is smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark
model (WN, AR-OF).
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Freq BM SOF OOF ALL-CAT
1 min . 0.2604 0.2592 0.2581
(WN) 0.2646 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2611 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3913 0.3910 0.3902
(WN) 0.3924 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0020)
(AR-OF) 0.3917 (0.0028) (0.0000) (0.0188)
3 min . 0.4762 0.4762 0.4753
(WN) 0.4771 (0.0000) (0.0001) (0.0307)
(AR-OF) 0.4765 (0.0043) (0.0424) (0.0928)
4 min . 0.5479 0.5479 0.5468
(WN) 0.5491 (0.0009) (0.0024) (0.0004)
(AR-OF) 0.5483 (0.0374) (0.1066) (0.0077)
5 min . 0.6097 0.6095 0.6075
(WN) 0.6113 (0.0015) (0.0020) (0.0365)
(AR-OF) 0.6099 (0.0915) (0.0893) (0.0745)
10 min . 0.8478 0.8472 0.8428
(WN) 0.8500 (0.0123) (0.0065) (0.0073)
(AR-OF) 0.8483 (0.0888) (0.0305) (0.0071)
20 min . 1.1665 1.1631 1.1559
(WN) 1.1712 (0.0158) (0.0008) (0.0001)
(AR-OF) 1.1676 (0.1641) (0.0046) (0.0002)
30 min . 1.4403 1.4400 1.4259
(WN) 1.4491 (0.0045) (0.0038) (0.0006)
(AR-OF) 1.4446 (0.0218) (0.0128) (0.0007)
1 hr . 2.0145 2.0136 1.9851
(WN) 2.0363 (0.0067) (0.0053) (0.0001)
(AR-OF) 2.0203 (0.0640) (0.0451) (0.0001)
Table 12: Results for the in-sample price change prediction on
different sampling frequencies (Freq) for the standard (CAT-SOF),
OANDA (CAT-OOF) and aggregated categories (ALL-CAT) or-
der flow measures for the alternative forecasting setup. The first
cell entry is the Root-Mean-Squared-Prediction Error (RMSPE)
of the associated forecasting model. The second and third cell
entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the modified Diebold-
Mariano (mDM) test with the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of
the associated forecasting model is not smaller than the RMSPE
of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF benchmark model
(WN, AR-OF). P-values in bold correspond to those cases where
the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model is smaller than the
RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark model (WN, AR-OF).
35
Freq BM SOF OOF ALL-CAT
1 min . 0.2435 0.2418 0.2417
(WN) 0.2464 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
(AR-OF) 0.2441 (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)
2 min . 0.3588 0.3584 0.3593
(WN) 0.3590 (0.2092) (0.0371) (0.7062)
(AR-OF) 0.3588 (0.4548) (0.0474) (0.8711)
3 min . 0.4374 0.4376 0.4379
(WN) 0.4375 (0.3929) (0.5998) (0.7967)
(AR-OF) 0.4372 (0.7480) (0.9128) (0.9405)
4 min . 0.4966 0.4964 0.4973
(WN) 0.4971 (0.1173) (0.0404) (0.5979)
(AR-OF) 0.4963 (0.8931) (0.7214) (0.9336)
5 min . 0.5470 0.5468 0.5479
(WN) 0.5461 (0.8989) (0.7999) (0.9226)
(AR-OF) 0.5470 (0.6081) (0.2966) (0.8376)
10 min . 0.7692 0.7681 0.7722
(WN) 0.7664 (0.9939) (0.9105) (0.9963)
(AR-OF) 0.7682 (0.9683) (0.4480) (0.9789)
20 min . 1.0795 1.0763 1.0866
(WN) 1.0697 (0.9991) (0.9825) (0.9989)
(AR-OF) 1.0742 (0.9919) (0.8450) (0.9945)
30 min . 1.3036 1.2976 1.3254
(WN) 1.2958 (0.9602) (0.6517) (0.9998)
(AR-OF) 1.2940 (0.9988) (0.8684) (1.0000)
1 hr . 1.8807 1.8725 1.9173
(WN) 1.8533 (0.9925) (0.9847) (0.9979)
(AR-OF) 1.8685 (0.9295) (0.7073) (0.9902)
Table 13: Results for the out-of-sample price change prediction
on different sampling frequencies (Freq) for the standard (CAT-
SOF), OANDA (CAT-OOF) and aggregated categories (ALL-
CAT) order flow measures for the alternative forecasting setup.
The first cell entry is the Root-Mean-Squared-Prediction Error
(RMSPE) of the associated forecasting model. The second and
third cell entries in parenthesis are the p-value from the modified
Diebold-Mariano (mDM) test with the null hypothesis that the
RMSPE of the associated forecasting model is not smaller than
the RMSPE of the corresponding White Noise or AR-OF bench-
mark model (WN, AR-OF). P-values in bold correspond to those
cases where the RMSPE of the associated forecasting model is
smaller than the RMSPE of the corresponding benchmark model
(WN, AR-OF).
36
